
Journalism I – First Semester 
Final Exam Review



Page Layout



Masthead
A listing printed in all 
issues of  a newspaper
or magazine (usually on 
the editorial page) that 
gives the name of  the 
publication and the 
names of  the editor-in-
chief, etc.



Byline
This names the 
person who wrote 
the story.





Headlines:  These are the titles above the stories that appear in large letters.



Above 
the 
Fold



Dominant 
Image
The dominant 
image should be at 
least twice as 
large as any other 
image on the page.





Press 
Releases
These are written 
by organizations 
wanting publicity. 
Organizations 
wanting publicity 
send these to 
newspapers and 
radio stations.



Wire Services
A news agency that 
supplies syndicated 
news by wire to 
newspapers, radio, 
and television 
stations such as the 
Associated Press and 
the United Press.



Journalism 
History / 

Law



Yellow Journalism
• unethical, irresponsible journalism that emphasizes 

hoaxes, screaming headlines, frauds and self-
promotion.

• “Yellow journalism” used sensationalism as a 
way to increase readership: loud headlines on sin, sex, 
rumors, even fake stories (think the National Enquirer)



Muckraking

To search for and 
expose real or alleged 
corruption, scandal, or 
the like, especially in 
politics.





“Truth is 
not Libel”
This principle of  
libel law was 
established 
through the case 
of  John Peter 
Zenger.



Functions of 
Journalists 
and the 
Media



The Sentry Function

The media’s responsibility is to keep the public 
informed of current and upcoming problems.

Examples: The rise in homelessness, 

police brutality, insurance and health 

needs of an aging population …



The Marketplace Function

The press provides the forum in which all sorts of ideas 
are presented; it becomes the marketplace of ideas.

Example:  If citizen’s don’t want 
their trees cut down for a street-
widening project, they turn to the 
forum of the mass media to 
generate support.



The Agenda-setting function
Although journalists don’t tell us what to think, they 

do tell us what to think about.  

The media has the power to determine what we talk 
about as individuals and address as a nation.  

Example:  if the media place environmental issues on the 
agenda, people will begin to pay more attention to those 
issues.



The Record Keeping Function

The media should 

reflect an accurate 

record of local, 

national, and world 

news.

Examples:  What 

bills passed 

congress, what 

happened to the 

price of oil, who 

died, who won / 

lost in sports …



Interviewing



Before you RESEARCH and WRITE 
QUESTIONS, you must ask yourself:

• What do I know about my topic and the story 
I think I’ll write?

• How do I know what I know?

• Where should I go to find out more?

• Who will be the best sources for my story?

• How can I find experts on my topic?



Next, do your research.

Preliminary research will help you …

• determine a story angle

• decide who to interview

• gain background knowledge of  your sources.

What resources should you use 

for research?



Before a formal interview:

• Make an appointment with the subject of  the 
interview

• Make up a list of  questions to ask

• Practice asking interview questions



Ways to establish rapport with a source

•A handshake

•A greeting

•A thank you note



Last question of  every interview?

“Is there anything else that I should know?”

Check with source about accuracy of story. 

Have source sign the interview sheet. This must be 
shown to editor and handed in to me prior to printing.

Do not tell source he or she can see story before it 
runs to give his/her approval.

Interviewing



Attribution
Naming a source



For attribution, use active voice:  

Smith said not said Smith

… unless there is a long qualifier to follow – said 
Smith, the deputy director of  admission and 
operations.

Chicago Tribune Examples:

“I think this happens way more often than people think,” Gordon said.

“They didn’t charge him with one thing,” said Gotinez’s sister, Janet, 
32.



How do you refer to a source in the first 
sentence?

Principal Robert Smith

How do you refer to a source henceforth?

Smith



Remember!

“Said” not “Says”



Quotes



Direct Quotes
The exact words of someone else 
woven into your writing.  Direct 
quotes are always offset with 
quotation marks. quotes are always 
offset with quotation marks. 

Example: 

George Washington Carver 

said, “When you do the 

common things in life in an 

uncommon way, you will 

command the attention of the 

world.”



Indirect Quotes
Paraphrases or summaries of the 
words of someone else worked into 
the text of your writing.  
Essentially, indirect 
quotes carry the meaning of a 
speaker or writer’s original words 
without using the exact words. 
Indirect quotes are not offset by 
quotation marks. 

Example: 

George Washington Carver believed 

that the world takes notice when your 

everyday actions are done 
extraordinarily



Fragment / Partial Quotes

When a direct quote is a sentence fragment or just 
the portion of  a complete sentence, the first word of  
the quotation is not capitalized unless it begins a 
sentence. A comma is not always necessary to 
offset the quote. 

Example: 

Anyone who has recently fallen in love probably agrees with Dr. 
Seuss that “reality is better than your dreams” when sleeping proves 
difficult. 



What is the journalist’s goal in reproducing direct 
quotes?  



Which of the following is NOT a legitimate reason for 
altering a quotation?

•

•

•

•



What is a good rule of thumb for how to use direct 
quotations in a story?



Anonymous 
Sources
Be wary!  They may 
give bad information.



Elements 
of a News 
Story
 Timeliness

 Proximity

 Prominence

 Conflict

 Human Interest



Timeliness
Events that are happening right now, inform people 

about breaking news. 

Example: “There’s been an accident on the corner of North Front St. 
and Bell Blvd. So far no injuries have been confirmed, but lanes will 
be shut down for the next hour.” 

We don’t know too many details just yet, but we were informed quick 
enough to reroute and avoid backup traffic. It’s important because it 
keeps us up with the now. 



Proximity

A fancy word for ‘what’s happening around us.’ This 
could range from global to local. 

Proximity is important because it keeps you 
informed on what’s going on in your community and 
around the world. People need to value what’s 
happening around us. It’s what paves the path to our 
futures.



Prominence

Meaning ‘important people’ and everything they say and do 
makes it into the news. 

Princess Kate and Lady Gaga – importance based on celebrity

President Obama and Elon Musk – shape our futures



Conflict

• Why do so many people attend sports events?  Conflict.

• Why are so many people interested in elections?  Conflict

(at least partly)

• Why are wars news?  Conflict.



Human Interest

Human interest stories cause readers to laugh or cry, to feel 
emotion.  

Example:  If a little girl is trapped for days in an abandoned well, that’s a 
human-interest story.

Example:  If a dog mourns his master’s grave, that’s a human-interest story.



Primary goal when gathering news

Be fair and accurate



Writing Style
• Avoid redundancy in 

wording

• Arrangement of  facts 
in inverted pyramid 
style

• Avoid when writing:
• Wordiness
• Clichés

• Importance of  
transitions



Ethics
• Plagiarism

• Avoid when writing: Sexist 

language - ie. Mankind

• Editing means checking for 

accuracy

• The “Angle” 



Types of 
Questions

• Yes-no questions

• Open-ended questions

• Loaded questions

• -est questions

• Follow-up questions

• Filter questions



Yes-no Question

•Avoid if possible
•Good for a poll



Open-ended Questions

• Does not allow for a yes/No answer or a limited 
answer.

• Often does not include a choice of  answers 
(Clinton or Trump)

• Provokes thought

• Encourages well developed answers

• Focuses on source, not reporter



Loaded Questions
A question with a false or questionable presupposition, 

and it is "loaded" with that presumption. 

Example:  "Have you stopped beating your wife?" 

Presupposes that you have beaten your wife prior to its asking, as well as 
that you have a wife. 

If you are unmarried, or have never beaten your wife, then the question is 
loaded.



-est questions

Not a great question, but can be good.
• EXAMPLE: Who is your greatest competitor? Why?

• EXAMPLE:   Describe your proudest moment.



Follow-up Questions

A question that is intended to get a source to add to 
an explanation previously given.



Filter Questions

Used to eliminate people who don’t belong to the 
desired population for a survey.



Types of 
Leads

• Anecdotal lead

• tease lead

• question lead

• quote lead

• AP / summary lead



Anecdotal Lead
• Tells a story

• Creates a situation and draws the reader in

• The reader can often identify with the characters or 
situation

• Usually includes description

Example:   “On a cold, dry Saturday evening, the team sized up its opponent. 
Excitement mounted as the first and last game of the season was about to be played. 
The opposing team started the game with the kickoff. As the ball sailed through the air, 
everyone paused for a split second, waiting to see what would happen. Both spirit and 
hopes ran high. The only difference was that the girls were wearing the purple football 
jerseys.”



Tease Lead (Suspended Interest)
• Arouses the reader’s curiosity because it doesn’t tell all

• Tempts the reader to read on to find out

• Usually presents the point near the end of  the lead

Example:  “Tradition proved a powerful mainstay, to the dismay of wrestling 
coach Henry Hosfield.”

Example:  “The Hult Center got a facelift, one that people didn’t see unless 
their eyes were on their feet.”



Question Lead

Posing a rhetorical question that leads directly into 
the rest of  the article.

Example:  Poor Amy and Zachary. So popular. And then so ... not 
popular. Their well-meaning parents chose much-liked names that, 
sadly, were destined to lose their appeal. Why?



Quote Lead 

Avoid in most cases!
• One quote does not often capture the 

whole story. 

• Can confuse or give wrong impression-
we want to be truthful.



Summary Lead (AP Lead)

• It is to the point and factual. It's meant to give a 

reader a quick summary of  the story in as few words 

as possible, usually in one sentence. 

• It contains the essence of  the story 

(i.e. the most important, but not necessarily all, of the 5 Ws and H 

-- who, what, when, where, why and how). 



Where” and “When” leads are 

NOT the best feature leads



Avoid Redundancy When Writing Leads

The pavement froze and  turned to ice quickly.



Avoid Fragments
When Writing Leads

A note to all students.  The turnabout dance will take place on 
Jan. 23 in the school’s main gymnasium.



What else to Avoid 
When Writing Leads

•biased presentation

•sentence fragments

• too many details

• incorrect pronoun reference

• too much information

• incorrect subject-verb agreement



Journalism and Reporter’s Duties
• News Judgment

• A reporter’s first step on a news article assignment 
is to determine what information is needed.

• Get many different eye-witness accounts of  any 
event (People remember things differently)

• Maintain objectivity by keeping their opinions out 
of  their stories.

• Journalism helps shape our perception of  reality.

• Journalism represents the search for truth.


